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A picture of the remodeled Bethel Church, near Abilene, Kansas, which last year celebrated
its sixtieth anniversary with an impressive program at the time of re-dedication of the
church.
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Tile-roofed and low it meekly stands,
The loving work of loving hands,
And views, from out its cross-crowned
tower,
Its garden plot of tree and flower.

A holy hush is in the air,
As though the Spirit's
Had been distilled
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That lay within that sacred
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essence there

The song is sung, the prayer is said,
The Book, and sermon thence are read,
While from the wings of Peace outspread
The balm of blessedness is shed.
—Edward Roberson Taylor.
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"My House Shall Be Called
Earl
Dedicatory Sermon
Church, Kansas.

delivered

at Bethel

"My house shall be called of all nations
a house of prayer," Mk. 11:17.

Sider

He is the church's Head. "He is the head
of the body, the church "God has appointed Him the universal and supreme Head
of the church." (Weymouth). "God has
made Him the indisputable Head of the
church." (Goodspeed). As Head He directs the functions of the body and controls
her entire program. We trust that the program of this church will ever be directed
by the One whose house this is.

Old Testament, for a greater than Solomon
is here. It is through this habitation of God
that Christ has a medium by which He
makes Himself known to the world.

In this day of shaken faith the world
needs to know Him in His omnipotence.
Thcs is best demonstrated through the manifestation of the miraculous. No greater
miracle can be performed today than to
building.
make dead men live, men who are dead in
He is truth. One of Christ's favorite exThe dedication of this chapel to the wor- pressions, descriptive of His person, was, trespasses and sins. Men in whose lives sin
ship and service of God is a unique chal- "I am." On one occasion, in reply to cer- is the dominating and controlling iactor,
lenge, because it is being dedicated in the tain inquiries of the disciples He said, "I whose entire personality, intellect, will and
presence and face of, a God rejecting am truth." John's explanation of Him was, emotions are ruled by the destructive and
world and an atheistic communism which "He was lull of truth." And Jesus told devastating power of sin. And not only to
has a strangling grip on the world and Pilate, "I was born to establish truth in the make dead, men live but to make sinful
threatens our own nation. It is being dedi- world." Thank God, He is truth. Let the men holy. "He who knew no sin was made
cated in the face of a materialistic age that church embrace Him! Embrace His doc- sin that we might be made the righteousis chilling to the bone the spiritual fervor trines, and embrace His standards! It is ness of God." Let the church in her servand zeal of Christendom, in the face of a then the church shall be the "pillar and ices demonstrate this miraculous transforming power of God, and faith in His
deadening spiritual indifference that is ground of the truth."
omnipotence will be preserved for the
settling like a cloud on e v a n g e l i c a l
We are exultant to know that the One church and nation.
churches and in the face of a world that is
challenging the Church to prove why she whose house this is and to whom it is being
It is the mission of the church to reflect
should stand as a major institution in this dedicated this day is God—Creator, Holy, and interpret His holiness to men of vile
modern and scientific day. In the presence Head and Truth. There may be lords many heart and practices. This is an imperative
of the unseen hosts of wickedness that sur- and gods many, but there is no God like need of the day, How rarely is true piety
round us this very hour and know the in- our God.
and chastity seen. These have given way
spiration of our souls, and which constitute
While this is His house, we know that to disrespect, indecency and immorality.
the faith destroying and soul damning prin- He does not dwell here only but in His God's call to the church is to return to
cipalities and powers of the heavenly people who constitute the true church. We public demonstration of true piety and
places, but most glorious we dedicate this are a "holy temple unto the Lord, builded chastity. Beside this, let righteousness and
house in the presence of the Supreme Be- together for an habitation of God through true holiness be her persistent teaching and
ing, whose house this is, and whose Pres- the Spirit." For the church of the Old practice, and men will praise the holy God
ence challenges our reverence, devotion and Testament, God's presence and glory was and sinners as well as nations will be resloyalty to the end.
seen in the tabernacle and temple, but that cued from sin's demoralizing and destruchas been superceded by the second incarna- tive influence. The only thing that saved
To help us form a proper and contion of Jesus Christ in the blood-washed old England from moral decay and nationstructive concept as to the purpose of the
church of the Holy Ghost dispensation. This al collapse, was the definite and persistent
dedication of this chapel, let us consider
personal indwelling of Christ endows the teaching and practice by John Wesley of
briefly, but reverently, the One whose house
church of today with a glory and power the doctrine of holiness. The only thing
this is. He is God. "In the beginning was
which marvelously transcends that of the that can save our homes from a complete
the Word, and the Word was with God,
moral collapse today is the clear teaching
and the Word was God." As God He is
and practice of holiness. This is also necescreator. "All things were made by Him;
sary if we would save the church of our
and without Him was not any thing made
Remodeling Program and
day from a complete moral and spiritual
that was made." He is "equal with God."
collapse. To this mission this church is
Dedication
He is "The express image of His person."
being dedicated. Let those who stand beAnd He is "the Word," the expression of
Earlier in the year we reported in the hind this sacred pulpit preach uncomproGod to mankind.
columns of this paper the extensive pro- misingly the full gospel, and God will reHe as holy. Isaiah heard the seraphims gram of remodeling carried on at the ward their faithful service by a convincing
cry, "Holy, holy, holy, is the Lord God of Bethel Church near Abilene, Kansas.
demonstration of His holiness made practihosts." The Psalmist exclaimed, "Holy is
cal in the daily lives of their people. It is
The interior has been greatly clianged.
His name." He came to us holy, for Gathen that ungodly men, as they drive past
The
pulpit is at One end with rooms on
briel said to Mary, "The Holy Ghost shall
this church, will be made to reflect upon
come upon thee, and the power of the each side, , one a class room and the other their sinful lives. They will be made to
Highest shall overshadow thee, therefore a secretary s room.
blush in shame to themselves because of
There are two classrooms at the front of their sinful deeds and vile lives, and feel
that holy thing that shall be born of thee
shall be called the Son of God." And He the church, a balcony classroom and a awakened an inward longing for forgiveleft this sinful world just as holy as He nursery.
ness and deliverance from sin and its
came. This was proven at His trial before
The Brethren there report that they are tyranny.
Pilate, but most satisfactorily by His resur- enjoying the change, and feel God's blessrection and ascension, He is the Holy Ons. ing has been upon it.
(Continued on page fourteen)
These are the words of the Son of God,
and, as such, are a source of instruction
and inspiration, and provide a solid and
proper basis for the dedication of this
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Editorial Thinking
Hindrances in Pulpit and Pew

I

F the Church of Jesus Christ would remain
secure against the assaults of Satan, she
must ever be on guard against the intrusion
of hell's fifth column tactics. Once the
enemy of Christ's cause finds entrance into
the ranks of saints, he, with malign intent,
seeks to overthrow the citadel from within,
with the fell purpose of breaking down all
spiritual resistance.
Satan is more to be dreaded when he
comes as an angel of light than when he
attacks as a roaring lion. He comes in religious garb, and offers an easier, but a
bloodless, religion; a religion assuming a
wisdom superior to that of the incarnate
God, with a denial of the miraculous, ar>
evidenced in the virgin birth and the literal,
physical resurrection of our Lord. Hence,
Modernism found ready acceptance on the
part of multitudes.
Satan also introduced a religion accommodated to the desires of the flesh and a
possible popularity in a world estranged
from God. Thus the godless admixture of
worldliness has been admitted into manv
churches, with the result that the distinctive
marks of Christianity are no longer in evidence, being lost in a false liberty.
Hindrances in the Pulpit
Wesley once said. "There are some men
who preach so well when in the pulpit,
that it is a shame they should ever come
out of it; and when they are out of it. they
live so ill that it is a shame they should
ever enter it."
Where preaching is naught but a profession to gain a livelihood, there can be no
sense of conviction, or of convicting power.
Where the preacher is not enjoying victory
in his own soul, he can seldom be a chan-

nel of blessing and victory to others. It is
possible to have a prepared message, faultless in its homiletical arrangement, without
the heart being prepared before God, and
by the Holy Spirit. There may be much
fervor in the delivery of such a message,
but that fervor may be like so much slush
on an iceberg, the inner man unmoved or
persuaded by words which are but utterances of the lips. Baxter warned, "If you
have an affected fervency, you cannot expect a blessing to attend it from on high."
Heart Grief Through

Slander

Criticizing faithful brethren in the ministry is a subtle work. Many a true servant
of God has had his effectiveness crippled,
his name and reputation tarnished because
of the sly gossip of some self-seeking
brother. It is the work of Satan to undermine a man and his work by insinuating a
groundless suspicion into the minds of others; and he has often used Christian ministers to do his wicked work. It is easier to
belittle the good a man is doing than to
do the same amount of good. How many
Christian ministers, and workers are living under a handicap, because blighted by
someone's lie, or half-truth. Seldom has
the slandered person a chance to speak for
himself. Many times, a slanderer has
dropped his seed of untruth or criticism,
gone his way, and left that seed to produce a harvest to the glory of the Devil,
and to the detriment of the cause of Christ.
And how easy it is to hinder the work of
the Holy Spirit, and destroy the fruitfulness of a preacher's message by faint
praise! Alexander Pope, the English poet,
spoke, two hundred years ago, of those who
"damn' with faint praise, assent with civil

Is There Anything Else?
A brother tells how, when he was going
through the process of getting right with
God, a friend helped along the confession
and repentance as he kept repeating, "Is
there anything else, J o h n ? "
It was an essential kind of help. The
soul-winner who would help others to an
experience of salvation must be able, of
course, to point them to the Saviour who
atoned for their sin and thus made peace
possible. But first he must help them to an
honest facing of their sin. For the man
who has not thoroughly confessed cannot
firmly believe. Much evangelism is superficial in that it exhorts people to believe
when they are not yet ready for saving
faith. When the repentance is not thoroughgoing, there can be no bedrock believing.
The flesh asks for an easy way. It begs
lo be spared complete exposure. It urges

the requirements of reputation and selfrespect. The penitent is usually tempted to
stop something short of an utter baring
of the soul before God. And some have
no one to keep asking, "Is there anything
else?"
As long as there is something else there
will be nothing else. The joy of forgiveness comes at the far end of the road of
confession. Saving reality comes only to
the one who has fully acknowledged his
need of salvation. God has many things
that He wants to reveal to us. But first
He asks us, and perhaps He asks us long,
whether there isn't something else we want
to reveal to Him. Short cuts in repentance
mean a long delay in an experience of saving grace. "Is there anything else, J o h n ? "
—Gospel Herald.
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leer, and without sneering teach the rest to
sneer."
• How much better to be liberal in appreciation of our brother's worth, to give
emphasis to his fine qualities, and to cover
a fault, to the glory of God.
Hindrances in the Pew
All the responsibility for the spiritual
success of a church service does not rest
upon the minister, but must be shared by
the people. Non-separation from the world
and the consequent lack of spirituality, is
a great hindrance. Revival seems impossible in some churches, because of unsanctified Christians. Such unsanctified Christians create an atmosphere which constitutes spiritual resistance against the
preacher and his message. The worldly,
critical, fault-finding thoughts build up a
barrier of opposition against the spiritually-minded; and thus the non-spiritual wage
warfare against the spiritual, the one energized by Satan and the other by the Holy
Spirit. Even Christians can lend their aid
to Satan by their prayerless or critical attitude.
The writer well remembers a faithful,
God-fearing minister of the Gospel, tellinghow he sought the Lord in prayer, and
went to the service filled with the joy of
the Lord, but when he stood up to preach,
it seemed as though some spiritual power
had thrown a wet blanket over him, the
power of resistance was so strong. Oftentimes, the members of a congregation do
not realize what a battle, what opposition,
the preacher is experiencing in his own
soul—such opposition operating in and
through the minds, and mental attitude of
those who should be bearing him up in
prayer.
Then there are worldly, selfish Christians, who spend their energy in their own
interests, and have nothing to give in the
service of the Lord—no vital prayer support. It is possible for the people to fail, or
withhold, in the matter of prayerful cooperation, and then blame the pastor for
lack of results, when they themselves are
the stumbling blocks. It is recorded concerning our Lord's ministry in Nazareth:
"And he could there do no mighty work."
"And he did not many mighty works there
because of their unbelief" (Mark 6:5. 6;
Matt. 13:58).
The great need of this hour is holiness,
and prayer and work partnership on the
part of pastor and people.
—Sunday School Times.

The Remnant in the Multitude
remnant always determines history.
Tgo HEtoAbraham
leaves the Ur of Chaldea to
a better land. The desert-purified
Israelites cross the Jordan. The few religious enthusiasts leave the lust fields and
fruitful markets of Babylon to go to the
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parched country area and the wasted city
of Jerusalem. All of these changed history.
Today when man is lost in the face of a
g r e e d y and materialistic, mechanistic
world, one wonders whether there is a
remnant somewhere. It may be a remnant
still lost in the multitude, without leadership; nevertheless, a remnant of people
whose lives are dedicated to more enduring
values than farms, business houses, bank
accounts, and investments. Surely there are
those who can identify their lot with the
lot of everyone else, who feel the tragedy
of the moment yet who do not give way to
tragedy but live in hope. There must be
those who in the midst of the chaos of human striving and blundering can see clearly
the creative work of God trying to bring
help and light to a benighted humanity.
Where is this remnant? Will it come forth
from the multitude?
It seems too much to hope that our statesmen or diplomats, or specialists in world
economics, who design the strategy of
world order, will lead such a remnant. They
seem to follow only the course of expediency. Man's planning will affect what will
come to pass, but it must be planning
which takes into account man's relationship
with God. We need to learn anew some of
the lessons of the Old Testament, that God
is in the midst of our common activities
and that in the process of history God is
seeking to guide humanity. We need to
come to understand that there is meaning
back of our experiences and that what we
do not understand is also compelling and
sobering.
God must be scanning the multitudes for
persons or groups who have sensitive souls,
who can think in larger and more imaginative ways, than what is expressed in literalisms. There must be those who understand
life profoundly.' religiouslv; people who
are immersed in the struggles and tensions
and joys of existing crisis but who have
spiritual resources to meet them.
Where is this remnant in the multitude?
Is it the Church? Is it the Mennonite
Church? Or is it a remnant among the
Mennonites?—The Mennonite.

Luther Said It . . .
"What is a city but a collection of
houses? How then can a city be well governed, when there is no government in the
separate houses, and neither child nor
servant is obedient? Likewise, what is a
province but a collection of cities, towns
and villages? When, therefore, the families
are badly controlled, how can the province
be well governed? . . . Where father and
mother rule badly, and let the children
have their own wav. there neither city,
town, village, district, principality, kingdom, or empire can be well and peacefully
governed. -Unknown.
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God's Dippers
C. R.
spiritual life is not an accident; it does
not just happen; it is the result of
determination and discipline. The riches
of heaven—the gems of God's grace that
adorn Christian lives—are mined, not collected as one gathers daisies, or shells by
the seashore.
Our Father says, "Ye shall seek me, and
find me, when ye shall search for me with
all your heart." King Solomon understood
this when he wrote, "If thou seekest (understanding) as silver, and searchest . . .
as for hid treasurers; then shalt thou understand the fear of the Lord, and find
the knowledge of God."
A world known missionary and Christian
scholar reminds us that the word "discipline" and the word "disciple" have a
close kinship. The fact is they are one—no
discipline, no disciple. The first discipline
must be to establish the prayer habit.
Said he: "In college I decided how much

A

The Faithful Few
Chester

Shuler

In every church, in every clime,
When there is work to do,
It very likely will be done
By just the "faithful few."
For while some folks
And others "make
When it comes down
A lot of them will

will help to sing,
a talk,"
to doing things,
balk:

"I can't do this, I cant do that,
Excuse me, please, this time;
I'd be so glad to help you out,
But, it's not in my line . . . "

i

So, when the leader casts about
To find some one who'll "do,"
Altho' he's done it oft' before,
He asks the Faithful Few.
Of course, they're very busy, too.
And always hard at work,
But well he knows they'll ne'er refuse,
Nor any duty shirk.
They never stop to "make excuse,"
But promptly try to do
The very, very best they can
To smooth the way for you.
God bless, I pray, the Faithful Few,
And may their tribe increase!
They must be very precious to
Their Lord, the Prince of Peace.
—Huntingdon, Pa.

Heisey
time I could give to prayer, and I fixed
there a prayer habit that has been with me
these years. If for some reason I do not
keep it—which is very rare—I feel that a
chord has dropped out of my symphony.
Fix the habit even if you have to get up
earlier to do it. The other morning I got
up earlier than usual and saw the Great
Dipper—and took a drink of the beauty of
the silent heavens. If I had slept, I had
mfssed it. Get up earlier and drink—drink.
God's Dippers are full."
We are told of a great Christian in England who was very much of a sleepy-head
as a youth. No matter how much he resolved, he would sleep past his prayertime. He decided to do some desperate
disciplining. Every time he missed his
prayer time he would throw a guinea into
the river. He did this for several mornings
and sadly paid the penalty—a heavy one
for a poor student's purse. But the results
were satisfactory for at last the mind responded, the prayer habit was fixed and he
became one of the outstanding men of Go' 1
of his generation.
Don't fool yourself into saying that you
don't need the particular time and place
as. you will find God all the time and everywhere. If you are to find God all tho
time, you must find Him some time; if you
are to find Him everywhere, you will have
to find Him somewhere. That some time
and some place will be the special prayer
time and the special prayer place. Fix them.
And as you do you put your feet upon the
road that leads to victory. For spiritual
prayer and spiritual fare sound alike and
are alike—they are one.
Drink heavily from God's Dippers first,
while the day is young. They are always
full of such elements as will add celestial
fragrance to terrestial living as the dav
grows long. From the preacher's notebook.
Upland, Calif.

Sunshine in the Soul
The late Dr. Theodore L. Cuyler gave
four recipes for securing sunshine in the
soul. First, look at your mercies with both
eyes, at your troubles and trials with only
one. Secondly, study contentment. In these
days of inordinate greed and self-indulgence, keep down the accursed spirit of
gratifying. What they do not have makes
thousands wretched. Third, keep at some
work of usefulness. Working for Christ
brings heart-health. Fourth, keep your
heart's window always open toward heaven.
Let the blessed light of Jesus' countenance
shine in. It will turn tears into rainbows.
—The Presbyterian.
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Apostolic Christianity
J. M. Hames
"But ye shall receive power, after that
the Holy Ghost is come upon you," Acts 1:8.
"And with great power gave the apostles
witness of the resurrection of the Lord Jesus: and great grace was upon them all,"
Acts 4:33.

W

ITH the coming of the Holy Ghost
after Christ's resurrection, another
personality is introduced to us, just as distinct and personal, just as glorious and
mighty as the Lord Jesus Himself. Before
Christ went away, He prepared His followers for this mysterious person—one who
can take Christ's ministry as He left it and
carry on until probation ends. The Holy
Ghost is the author of Pentecost and of
every true revival since that day. It is a
great day in the history of the soul's progress when one comes into an intelligent
understanding of the personality of the
Holy Ghost, for in Him is the solution of
every problem, in Him is the supply of
every need. He can take the most unlikely
preacher and make him a glorious success.
He -is the great dynamic power of Christianity. He is a glorious Personality, having all the divine attributes, capable of
.exercising all the divine functions, and
capable of doing all the divine works. He
is God manifest in our hearts.

undo the works of the devil. We hear a
great deal about the baptism of power. A
great many people are seeking power, but
they are not willing to pass through the
experience of death to self in order to receive the Spirit in His fullness. We must
remember that there is no such thing as
having the enduement of power over the
carnal mind. There is not a single passage
in the entire Bible that teaches that anybody may ask or expect to receive the enduement of power, strictly so called, while
they still remain uncleansed from the carnal mind. The divine order is, first, purity,
then power. Dr. S. A. Keene says,
"The power of the Spirit is a greatly
misunderstood subject. There is no gift of
power, as such, disconnected with the indwelling of the Holy Ghost Himself. Power
is not some new faculty, capability, or attachment put on to the spiritual life. It is
God Himself in us by the presence of the
Holy Ghost, imparting to us the divine
energy which works through our personality. The divine energy of the indwelling
of the Spirit, modified by the intervention
of human personality, adapting it to impress and help souls, is power. Thi3
freights our words, our manners, and activities with a spiritual avoirdupois. It is that
breath in prayer, testimony, invitation, exhortation, and preaching, which awakens,
comforts, and blesses souls. One word in
the power of the Spirit is worth more than
a hundred without it."

i
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upright without a prayer or a tear, where
they are taught to make a dry profession
or just "take it by faith," is misleading.
Even among some so-called H o l i n e s s
preachers there is a tendency to superficiality.
"There is a great deal of mental and
logical sanctification now-a-days which is
only religious fiction. It consists of mentally putting one's self on the altar and
mentally saying the altar sanctifies the gift,
and then logically concluding therefore one
is sanctified; but the natural heart string?
have never been snapped and the Adamic
flint has not been ground to powder, the
bosom has not throbbed with the lonely,
surging sighs of Gethsemane."
The conviction for sanctification is just
as pungent and definite as that which precedes regeneration. The crying need of this
age is for conviction to settle down as a
nightmare. If such conviction is followed
up with old fashioned repentance, it will
bring to the soul sky-blue regeneration
with the witness of the Spirit. Such souls
are ready candidates for the mighty bap,tism of the Spirit.
It Is the Power of Prevailing Prayer
Pentecost was ushered in in an atmosphere of prayer. The early disciples knew
the source of their power. When persecution broke out, they fell on their knees and
the kingdoms of hell were shaken. Christianity spread through prayer.

It Is the Power of Love
The second feature of Apostolic ChrisNothing wins as love. A love for souls
tianity was power. The secret of spiritual
-will inspire us and save us from discouragepower consists of the union of the Holy
ment and cause us to press on where others
Ghost with the purified faculties of the
One of the earmarks of the early Church faint and give up the race.
natural energies of the human soul, in havwas that of power. To be a little mors
It Is the Power of Aggressiveness
ing the Holy Ghost unite with our souls,
particular, let us notice the nature of Pente"And ye shall be witnesses unto me both
purifying, filling, enlightening, and unecostal Power:
in Jerusalem, and in all Judea, and in
tionizing our every faculty with superIt Is the Power of Conviction
Samaria and unto the uttermost part of the
natural power from above. The power of
At Pentecost the multitudes were "prick- earth." Christianity is an aggressive rethe Holy Ghost is not the emotion of a
minute nor an hour, but it is a divine work ed in their hearts" under the fiery message ligion. Fresh from the upper room, with
resulting in an experience that abides. It of Peter. Without conviction there cannot the holy fire burning within their hearts,
is not simply an overflowing blessing which be healthy converts. Men need to be con- the early followers of Jesus went everya great many people received during a re- victed until they will repent. The popular where preaching the gospel, cutting a swath
vival. All of us have witnessed such scenes: revivals in the last half a century have been through the devil's ranks, overcoming opwe have heard people say they were filled very superficial. The method which con- position, and sweeping everything before
with the Holy Ghost, but when the emotion- sists of raising the hand, signing a card, them. One of the sad things of the twentieth
al excitement subsided, they found that entering the inquiry room where they sit century Church is that we are just "marking time," hardly holding our own. Thouthey were just as weak and powerless as
sands of churches each year come to their
before. Being filled with the Spirit in the
annual gatherings without being able to retruest sense of the word brings about a
The Remedy for Sin
port a single convert. Oh, for the Church
startling change in a man's life—a change
as radical as regeneration has previously
The leading mark of Christianity is the to find her way to the upper room and
wrought. Moreover, it abides.
remedy it provides for sin. This is the glory tarry until Pentecost fully comes! The reThere is a teaching abroad in the land and excellence of the Gospel. It meets a sult would be that revivals would break out
that one can have power for service but man as he really is. It takes him as it finds which would change things overnight,
that it has no purifying nor destroying him. It goes down to the level to which sin devils would flee, hell would put on mournwork; it comes upon the old nature or has brought him, and offers to raise him ing, while the gospel with its full message
inbred sin, suppressing it, and at the same up. It tells him of a remedy equal to his of salvation would sweep on with power
time empowering the soul for service. Such disease; a great remedy for a great disease, and increasing glory. Who will pay the
price for Pentecost to be repeated?
teaching as this is not only contrary to a great forgiveness for great sinners.
—Publisher Unknown.
the Bible, but it makes God powerless to
—Wesleyan Methodist.
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Are We Losing Our
Young People?
E. W.

Goodrich

Parents, preachers, Sunday school work- difficult time of their lives. Are they just
ers . . . here is an unusual analysis of what entering their teens? The test is still in the
growing boys and girls need. Don't miss future.
a word of it!
We don't like to admit it, but it is true
that one of the reasons it is so much easier
" I can't understand what's happening to to hold the younger children is that they
I my daughter. She seems to be losing come because of the novelty of it, 4o gel
all interest in church life. It's all I can away from home, to be going somewhere.
do to get her out Sunday morning. She Let us take precautions now while everythinks up every excuse under the sun. And thing is going well so that when they reach
I have to keep nagging at her all the time." the age when they can be away from home
"Is that so? Well, I'm having the same for other reasons and are using more of
trouble with my boy. It seems that ever their own initiative to schedule their free
since he had his first date or two he doesn't time, that they will continue with the
want to go to church or Sunday school any church.
One of the hardest things is to be honest
more. Two or three years ago it would
have taken a major catastrophe to keep him with our own selves. Yet the eternal welaway. He was so interested in Sunday fare of our children ought to be enough
school and so proud of his Bible. But now to drive every mother and father to a canit seems as if the devil is slowly but surely did review of the home we have established
winning him over. I'm at my wit's end. I for them. That this is the first place to
don't know what to do. Why, do you know look for trouble follows from the fact that
the home has far more influence on the
what he said to me only last night . . . ? "
spiritual
state of the child than any other
This dialogue might take place at any
meeting of the ladies' aid, missionary so- institution, including the church.
As parents, we hesitate to assume this
ciety, or official board. And is it true that
awful
responsibility and are inclined to
one of those who thus speaks might well
shift it to the church. But the church has
be you?
responsibilities of its own toward your
Where to Start?
child. The church cannot replace the home
Of course you are gravely concerned
any more than the home can replace the
about son and daughter, and need no
church.
awakening to the danger of their situation.
Let us then examine the home. Let us ask
You have been praying most earnestly
these questions about the home in which
about them lately. Can we get their old
cur child lives: Are the parents a good
enthusiasm back? I think we can. I think
example in faithfulness to church work?
we can work things out so that they won't
Has there been a genuine spiritual atmosdrop out.
phere in the home? Has real interest been
First, rather than nag them, let's find out shown in the spiritual interests and probexactly what the trouble is. You know how
'WW
www
we hate to have folks nag at u s ; and you wwwwwwww^
Deut. 6:6, 7
know what little good it does. Adolescents
6 And these words, which I command thee
are reaching the age when they make their
this day, shall be in thine heart:
own decisions about these matters. To be
7 And thou shalt teach them diligently
constantly after them is only to make them unto thy children, and shalt talk of them
when thou sittest in thine house, and when
rebellious.
thou walkest by the way, and when thou
Neither will we start our investigation by liest down, and when thou risest up.
picking the church to pieces, its pastor,
Sunday school superintendent or young
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
people's sponsor. It may be they are largeWEEK
ly at fault. But you must admit we find
it all too easy to put the blame on others.
September 26 — October 3
The first thing to do is to take inventory
of the home.
But suppose this doesn't apply to you.
Your children have confessed Christ as
Lord and Saviour. They are active in and
enjoy their Sunday school and church. Let
me ask, "How old are they? Are they just
passing out of their teens?" Get down on
your knees and thank God for the grace
that has carried them through the most
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lems of the child and has there been encouragement given in the spiritual ventures
—feeble though they might be — of the
child? Has the child been led to spiritual
independence? Has the child been taught
to respect his spiritual leaders? And has
the child been dedicated to the Lord Jesus?
A Difficult
Problem
It is sad but only too true that the most
chronic problem we face is the most difficult one to cure. More young people lose
out because of a lack of spiritual life and
experience in one or the other of their
parents than any other failing. So often
we"find a home where only one of the parents is a Christian or has any interest in
the spiritual welfare of his children. And
the example of the unsaved parent often
outweighs both the teaching and example
of the saved one.
If only there were an unfailing way for
the Christian parent to nullify the influence
of the unsaved parent - But if there is a
way, I do not know it. The saved parent,
of course, has been praying through the
years for the other, and we trust has also
been living a faithful testimony. What else
can be done? Is it any wonder, when we
see situations like these, that God has admonished us not to be "unequally yoked
together with unbelievers?"
But we won't cry over spilt milk. "For
how knowest thou, 0 wife, whether thou
shalt save thy husband? or how knowest
thou 0 husband, whether thou shalt save
thy wife ? Only as the Lord hath distributed
to each man, as God hath called each, so
let him walk" (I Cor. 7:16, 17, R.V.). Cling
to the promise that if we "train up a child in
the way he should go, when he is old he
will not depart from it" (Prov. 2 2 : 6 ) .
Are we being an example before our
children in faithfulness to church work?
Too often we reach a state of spiritual living wherein we no longer feel the need for
the help the local church can give us, a
sort of something that is similar to what
folks call overconfidence in athletic circles.
Moreover, with middle age comes also the
growing attraction of the comforts of our
own living room, with its easy chair and
footstool, and the radio, over which we can
hear messages more wonderful than the
steady, simple offerings of our l o c a l
church.
The Christian should support the work
of the local church, not so much to be
served by it as to serve it. And an interest
and zeal in this work is an infectious as
the mumps. When we get this enthusiasm,
we see it coming out on our children also.
Children sent to church seldom stick, and
children led to church seldom drop out.
The "forsaking the assembling of ourselves
together, as the manner of some is" (Heb.
10:25) is a sin that is visited upon our
children at least unto the first generation.
(Continued on page twelve)
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"Humble Under the Hand
Edwin Raymond
There is a false humility as well as a
true, and a good deal of what passes for
humility may be only the workings of a
most sinister form of pride. It is suggestive to note of how the apostle Peter
refers to this in his word on humility, for
he said, "Humble yourselves therefore under the mighty hand of God" (I Peter 5 : 6 ) .
Note that he did not say, "humble yourselves," for that would turn us back to
some working of ourselves, but rather,
"humble yourselves thejefore under the
mighty hand of God." For when the Lord
lays the hand of humbling, then we have
indeed come to the place of true humility,
for His is the hand of holiness that can
brook nothing of sham or pretence. And
to him who will thus humble himself under
this mighty hand, is the assurance of grace
and of rich blessing.
The same thought is strikingly brought
out in the preceding verse. "God resisteth
the proud and giveth grace to the humble"
(verse 5 ) , and one may here see this difference between false humility and true.
Pride is never more dangerous and insidious than when it masquerades under the
guise of piousness and imitates the sacred
things. It is blessed to be humble before
the Lord; and it is blasphemous to parade
pride under the guise of humility, so that
one is almost heard to say, "behold how
humble I a m ! " God resists all of that; and

" A s Advertised"
While doing a little of my own housekeeping recently, I noticed in the evening
paper some nice grocery bargains for the
following day. Presuming the store had
plenty of goods, as they were large chain
stores, I left my shopping until afternoon
—expecting to find the articles on hand "as
advertised."
But a search for the articles revealed that
they were missing. I inquired of the manager, "Where is this article?" He replied,
"I'll see," but returned with the report,
"All gone."
"Then, where is this?"—another one advertised.
"I'll see." This too proved to be "all
gone." Apparently the goods had been advertised to secure customers, rather than
to dispose of a surplus.
How about our religious experience? Is
there plenty of stock on hand, or do we
have to confess, "I had it, but it is all
gone"?
The wise virgins had not only lamps,
but plenty of "ail in their vessels."
-—The Burning Bush.
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The Day is at Hand

Anderson

the word, "resisteth" in the verse contains
the thought of God carrying an active displeasure against it. There (is the great difference between acting under our own
hand, and acting under His hand, and it is
quickly told out in the manner of Christian living. He who acts under the hand
of the Lord will magnify the Lord and find
His pleasure in obedience to His will and
work. He who acts for himself carries the
unmistakable air of spiritual selfishness
and crowds Christ out of the picture.
"God—giveth grace" to him who is in line
for the receiving, and will find that true
exaltation which will come, "in due time."
And this may apply to many things in
the Christian life. There is the true and
there is the false. Some love to rise in
meetings and tell of their service for the
Lord as if they were some spiritual wonders
in the field. Others boast of the hours they
spend in prayer, and of the sums which
they have given to the Lord's vineyard. But
then, others say nothing and let the Lord
do the speaking, content alone for HIS
exaltation. And spiritually, these who
speak least often tell the most, for they
tell the better message of moving and serving "under the mighty hand of God," and
have the best portion . . . "God . . . giveth
grace to the humble."—Hartford, Conn.

The night is far spent, and the day is at
hand:
Already the dawn may be seen in the
sky:
Rejoice then, ye saints, 'tis your Lord's
own command;
Rejoice for the coming of Jesus draws
nigh.
What a day will that be when the Saviour
appears!
How welcome to those who have shared
in His Cross!
A crown incorruptible then will be theirs,
"A rich compensation for suff'ring and
loss.
What is loss in this world when compar'd
with that day,
To the glory that then will from heav'n
be revealed?
"The Saviour is coming," his people may
say:
'The Lord whom we look for, our Sun
and our Shield."
0 pardon

us Lord, that our love to thy
name
Is so faint, with so much our affections
to mov\e!
Our deadness should fill us with grief and
with shame;
So much to be loved, and so little to
love.
Selected by Omar G. Worman.

Send Me
W. 0.
The last man of our Society to be buried
in Africa was Bro. Amos Ginder, a young
man of sterling Christian character. How
we recall his arrival on the field. With his
sincere meditative attitude he saw abundant scope for his highest ambitions in the
organization as it existed without questioning why things were done thus and so,
and with quiet consistent courage he entered whole-heartedly into the work, learning
the language, and especially trying to win
the children of out school age for Christ.
He at once seemed to sense that was most
important that these children should be
saved while learning in the Kraal Schools,
since many of these never go on to the
main Missions but drift away to work and
may never be won for God.
In one of Bro. Ginder's last sermons he
told the natives of being saved and baptized at the age of eight, and exhorted the
parents that their children should come to
know Jesus as their Saviour when young.
We had bright hopes of a worthy career
for this young Brother, but though all was
done that we knew, even cableing a request
to the Home Land for prayer, we were

Winger
compelled to bow in submission to the will
of God and see our beloved Bro. Ginder
taken from us.
How we missed him, but we could not
question what a loving Father had allowed,
and we did console ourselves in hoping
that so noble a sacrifice would impress other young men, and that many would rally,
volunteering to help fill the gap made
vacant by the falling of so worthy a warrior. But alas! Though this would be done
in the business, commercial or military
world, we are abruptly brought to the sad
realization, that the children of this world
are wiser in their generation than the children of light. This was hard enough on
us missionaries, but how about the saddened Natives who felt this loss so keenly as
their hopes of having such a capable, earnest and sympathetic guide for their people, young and old, were swept away.
May we unitedly pray the Lord of The
Harvest, that He will send forth labourers
into His harvest. May we even at this late
hour hear someone say, "Here am I, send
me."—Grantham,
Pa.
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HETTSEL—A son, Clifton Ray, was born to
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Hensel, Upland, Calif., June 1.

LOVE FEASTS
Ontario
Boyle
Springvale
Bertie
Welland
Markham
Cheapside

Sept. 25-26
Oct. 2-3
Oct. 2-3
Oct. 9-10
Oct. 9-10
Oct. 16-17

."
New York

Clarence Center

Sept. 25-26
Michigan

FEANKIIN—Born April 23 to Mr. and Mrs.
Glen Franklin of Upland, Calif., a son, Larry
Edgar.
WENXTEK—Bro. and Sr. Byron Wenger of
Clayton, Ohio, are the parents of twins, Karen
Jean and Keith Eugene, born Aug. 21.

i •*•» i

Weddings

BBBT-ENGIE—Included among the midsummer weddings at the Upland Brethren in
Christ Church has been the marriage of Miss
Mary Lou Engle to Mr. Orville Bert, which
was solemnized Tuesday evening, August 24.
The ceremony was performed by the bride's
father, Eld. Charles Engle, missionary to India,
who will soon be returning with Sr. Engle to
Ohio
their field of service. The bridegroom is the
Dayton Mission Communion Service
Sept. 25 son of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bert. Upland, Calif.
Pleasant Hill
Oct. 16-17 The couple will live in Upland.
Beulah Chapel
Oct. 30-31
Chestnut Grove
Nov. 6-7
Valley Chapel
Nov. 13-14
Sippo Valley, Thanksgiving Meeting ....Nov. 25
Leonard
Mooretown
Carland
Detroit
Merrill

Sept. 25-26
Oct. 9-10
Oct. 16-17
Oct. 24
Nov. 6-7

Kentucky
Fairview
Oct. 9
Grassy Springs Communion Service ....Nov. 13
Pennsylvania
Fairland Communion Service
•Woodbury
SPECIAL

Obituaries

Oct. 24
Oct. 10

HEKK—Mr. and Mrs. Millard Herr, Upland.
Calif., welcomed into their home recently a
daughter, Areta Aileen, born May 26.
BOOK—A son, Ronald Erwin, was born
March 24 to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Book of
Upland, Calif.
BOHEN—Mr. and Mrs. Evan Bohen, Upland,
Calif., have become the parents of a daughter,
Rosemary Ann, born May 4.
JENSBN—A daughter, Karen Ruth, was welcomed into the home of Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
Jensen, Upland, Calif. She was born Jan. 12.
Mrs. Jensen is the former Miss Viola Burkholder.

C. R. Heisey
There were no shirkers or lazy workmen
in Nehemiah's group for, " . . . the people
had a mind to work." (Neh. 4:6) Every
man could be depended upon to do his
work well and with all his heart. Laziness
paralyzes the soul and the body and is a
type of slow suicide.
" I refuse to be lazy" wrote a noted professor. " I refuse to be the slave of ease. I
will so command my body that I shall, even
at a great sacrifice, complete my plans. I
cannot afford an hour of lassitude. I will
study most carefully how to rest and refresh myself, but I arise to declare that I
am not a slave. 'Father, teach me the
power of self-mastery. Help to train my
body to serve perfectly Thy high purpose!' "

energy and vim.
For men like that are sure to win a cause
they undertake.
He doesn't want the lazy kind, He wants
the wide awake,
So if you're called to do a task, to help
Him right the wrong.
\ o u just be glad that you are called to help
His cause along.
—Edward H. Kessler.

AN ALL DAY SERVICE

KIFE A son, David Franklin, Jr., was born
to Mr. and Mrs. David Kipe, Upland, Calif..
July 18.
HEISE—Mr. and Mrs. Willard Heise, Upland, Calif., became the parents of a daughter,
Anita Lorraine, on June 23.

It Does Make a Difference What
Kind of Mind You Have

He's looking for the men who work with

E x t e n s i v e r e p a i r s on t h e building occupied b y t h e L i g h t h o u s e Mission; H a r r i s b u r g , P a . , necessitated t h e e x p e n d i t u r e of
about $700.00. A n y o ne w h o m a y feel led t o
help m e e t t h i s need should send t h e i r contribution, p r o p e r l y identified, t o t h e t r e a s u r e r of' t h e H o m e Mission Board, Bishop
H e n r y Ginder, Manheim, P a .
Albert H. Engle, Secretary

Births
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God never called a lazy man to do a task
for Him—

NOTICE

On Sunday , October 10, t h e r e will be an
all d a y m e e t i n g a t Woodbury, P a .
This will be preceded b y a t w o - w e e k s ' r e vival m e e t i n g , Eld. Ross M o r n i n g s t a r , evangelist, a n d followed b y a Love F e a s t on t h e
evening of t h e t e n t h .
S p e a k e r s f o r this special service will include E l d . A l b e r t E n g l e , G r a n t h a m , P a . a n d
Eld. P e r c y Cassel of Blair, Ontario.
A g e n e r a l invitation is extended.
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SIDER—Jesse Avory Sider was born near
Wainfleet, Ontario, July 29, 1885, and went to
his heavenly home on June 21, 1948, at the
age of 62 years, 10 months and 23 days. He
was the eldest son of the late Bishop John
and Mary Ann (Climenhaga) Sider.
He was converted at the age of fifteen and
soon afterward he united with the Brethren
in Christ (Tunker) Church. At the age of
thirty-three he was called to the ministry by
the Wainfleet congregation where he laboured
faithfully for the Lord and the Church. About
three years before he passed away he retired
from active service in the church because of
poor health. Even though he never gained
much publicity in the church, the faithful service he rendered to his home congregation won
for him the love and respect of many who
knew him. His calling was to minister to the
home congregation, to which he was faithful
as long as health permitted. The Judgment
Day will reveal how much he accomplished for
the Lord. His preaching was fraught with
deep spiritual t r u t h s which were a challenge
to many. Through his preaching and influence
many were led into a deeper prayer life.
On December 28, 1910, he was united in marriage to Alice Maud Steckley, daughter of the
late Bishop Peter Steckley and Sarah (Heise)
Steckley who still survives. His wife Alice
preceded him in death over 28 years ago after
a short but happy wedded life. To this union
were born five children.
On May 21, 1921, he was married to Adah
Viola Ricker, daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Hamilton Ricker of Wainfleet, who ministered untiringly to his needs during his
lengthy illness. He was afflicted with the
shaking palsy for the last few years of his
life along with other ailments. During this
long and severe trial he often longed for the
call to go to his heavenly home. Our loss is
his gain.

"Be diligent . . . serving the Lord." Set
a pace that a lazy man can't follow.
"In the morning when thou findst thyself unwilling to rise, consider thyself presently, if it is to go about a man's work,
that I am stirred u p : or was I made for
this, to lay me down and make much of
myself in a warm bed?"—Marcus Aurelius.
—Upland,

California.

The reason people are down on the Bible is that they're not up on the Bible
—William W. Ayer.
He is survived by his widow; three sons,
Lewis of Matopo Mission, South Africa; Murray of Gorrie, Ont.; and Elmer at home; one
daughter Grace of Buffalo, New York; the
youngest daughter Mary died in infancy; also
four sisters, Mrs. Jesse Moore and Christina
Sider both of Wainfleet; Mrs. Archie McCulloh
of Morrison, 111.; and Mrs. Amos Dick of Saharsa, India. A brother Leslie preceded him by
accidental death in 1909; also four grandchildren and a host of other relatives and friends.
Funeral services were held in the Wainfleet
Brethren in Chri3t Church. Officiating ministers were Eld. Earl Sider, Bishop Edward Gilmore, Bishop L. Shoalts and Eld. Romie Sider.
Eld. Earl Sider used for his text, Psalm 116:
15 "Precious in the sight of the Lord is the
death of his saints." Interment took place in
the Sider Cemetery.
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With the Church
On the Foreign Field

this area. Even though you do not personally know all these teachers, and many of
you know none of them, you may be better
A LETTER FROM OUR MISSIONS
able to pray for them.
DEPUTATION '
Here at the girls' school we have about
seventy girls and twenty boys in Standard
"Seeing Missionary Life"
III. We have these boys principally in order
This past Monday included a fifty five to help in the ploughing, planting and harmile business trip, one way, to Bulawayo to vesting. Sister Hunt and Sister Ginder are
attend to a number; of business needs. the workers in charge of the local school.
Though it was necessary for the mission- The African teachers are Samson Mudenda,
aries to make this trip, they were at the Jane Muzyamba, Maria Mucimba, Ruth
same time conscious that there were left at Mwaanga and Lucy Munachonga—part time.
the mission station many responsibilities These all need our prayers as they direct
which urgently demanded attention, but for and mould the lives of boys and girls.
the moment they must be committed to other
In the outstations they are as follows:
hands. It would have been much easier for: Muyanda Oustation: Albert Moono, White
the missionary to remain by the task, but Mudenda and Jonah Munsanji. This is the only
such was impossible. Beside personal busi- outstation at which we have Standard III for
ness, there were such items as would sur- boys. There are about 120 pupils. Simaobe
round the operation of a motor car, the Outstation: Mathias Luundu with about 6!)
securing of medical supplies, stocking house- pupils. Kabanzi Outstation: William Muzyhold needs, and obtaining school and farm amba and Rebecca Mucindu with about 150
needs, as well as all the needs that would pupils. Nefwe Outstation: Samuel and
constantly arise from the maintenance of a Charles with about 80 pupils. Mwebo Outmission station where reside over two hun- station: Joshua Mudenda and Stella Nundred people.
eanje with about 80. Siabunkululu OutstaA knock on the door of the main mission tion: Meshak Mweetwa with about 70. Mabhouse any time of the day or evening is i we a Tuba Outstation: Anderson Mudenda
very common intrusion upon whatever is at and Dick Mucindu with about 100. Mbole
hand and demanding attention at the mo- Outstation: Henry Muntanga with about 40.
ment. While in behalf of the medical pa- Halumba Outstation: Josea Mweetwa and
tients there are apt to be night intrusions Nasson Mwaanga with about 70. Chisikile
also. An item that should have had im- Outstation: Jarameah Mudenda with about
mediate attention Monday morning must 50. Muntanga Outstation: Frank Muleya
wait until Wednesday because it is next to with about 40. Macha Outstation: Addie
impossible to find time to satisfactorily dis- Munkombwe and Martha Mudenda and Lucy
pose of it before that time. Individual con- Munachonga part time with about 130.
ferences are a very common part of the mis- Lupata Outstation: Apuleni with about 65
sionary's life. Sometimes they are dis- pupils. Hamonde Outstation: Peter Muleya
ciplinary while at other times they are and Amos Munachonga and about 80 pupils.
Then in the Mucila Area, Mucila school:
strictly religious and pastoral.
Cyrus Muzyamba with about 70. Kavwata
Evangelism is a very important part of with about 50 and Zakea as teacher. Douglas
the program and is constantly held in view, is at Kobwe with about 75. Gideon Munsanji
though it is urgently necessary that it be at Syababwa and Jobe Mucimba at Matako
balanced with teaching and many other with about 45, and 40 respectively. This
phases of activity so as to bring to perfec- year for the first time we have girls from
tion the fruit of evangelism. Spirituality is the Mucila area in the girls' school here.
not maintained because by coming here one
has completely severed himself from the
Will you pray with us that it will be the
things that detract and deter, but like at beginning of a new era in that area. There
many other places it must be maintained in are other places where they are calling and
the midst of a multiplied number of oppos- would like us to open new schools, but we
ing odds.
lack the funds and the time to do much of
Missionary life is a great life, it is a hard this now with our other duties. One or two
life, so far as the cost of physical energy is might be opened if we had the funds. Out
concerned. But it is a rich life, because one west of Chief Cikanta's village they have
is dealing with the most valuable treasures been calling for a school for some time.
These people, especially the boys, are beof life—the undying souls of men and the
gospel of Christ which heals these undying coming very conscious of their need of education. This we do not wish to over emsouls.
Are you thinking in terms of a missionary phasize, as it is only a means to an end.
career., then think and plan not about how At each of these stations except Macha and
much time must I give to the tasks at hand, Lupata , from where the children come here,
but how little time will I need for myself they are supposed to have services reguso as to effectively accomplish that which larly, and we aim on having two Evangelistic services here each year and one at each
comes to my hands to do.
one of the Outstations. In fact, at the presThe Deputation
ent time our Evangelists are out planting
the seed. They will be busy until about
October. Some of our teachers are not as
OUR OUTSTATION WORK
spiritual as we would like to see them in
order that they should properly shepherd the
Dear Brethren:
Greetings this evening in the precious flock.
Would you pray for them and for the
name of the Master from here at Macha.
This letter finds us at the beginning of an- work as a whole We need an outpouring
other school year, and we thought it might of God's Spirit. The challenge is before us.
be of interest to you, at least to many of Today there were about 400 at the local
you to know "who is who" in the schools in service. It is a great responsibility to preach
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to so many. We need to pray that they will
accept the truth. Our African Church needs
to learn more about the work of the Holy
Spirit. They seem to understand something
about repentance and confession, but when
we talk of the work of the Spirit and heart
purity and consecration, we have to feel that
in most cases it just does not 'sink in. Pray
with us that the Holy Spirit may reveal
Himself unto these people.
Here on the Station things are going very
much as usual. The harvesting of the grain
is over, and from now on to the coming of
the rains is the time when the African has
little to do. We have our biggest crowds
in the services during this season, and it is
also the time when there are the biggest
beer drinks. We often speak to these
heathen and are praying that they may be
delivered from the bondage of heathendom.
Only the power of the blood can regenerate
and' cleanse. Will you pray with us too for
our blacksliders, those who have been overcome by Satan in one way or another, that
they may come back to God and enjoy again
the peace that they once had.

\

We want to thank you all for your; prayers
and support, and our prayer is that God
will bless the Church in the Homeland and
help her to move forward as He would have
her to. We certainly need to pray one for
another. These are uncertain and dark days,
but we can only look up knowing that our
salvation draweth nigh. God is certainly
good to each one of us, and we have the
confidence that He will see us through.
B. E. Winger

In The Homeland
Bethel Congregation, Merrill, Mich.
Our summer revival started August 1 and
continued for two weeks. The meetings
were held in the tent which was pitched in
the church yard. Eld. Joseph Vanderveer
was our evangelist.
Our annual Michigan Youth Conference
was held at this place on August 14 and 15,
the last week-end of our revival. About
fifteen young people were speakers on the
program. Bro. Vanderveer preached excellent messages and we felt the presence of
the Lord in each service. It was especially
felt on the evening of August 14, when
many of the young people knelt at the altar
and again on Sunday afternoon, when they
dedicated their lives anew to the Lord In
the Sunday morning service Bro. Otto Burkholder was received into the church.
Miss Tine van der Laag of Amsterdam,
Netherlands, gave us a talk on Sunday evening, August 29, in the interest of the
M.C.C.
—G. French
Cedar Grove, Mifflintown, Pa.
August 1. A teachers' meeting was held
at the church with sentiment in favor of
more teachers' meetings.
This being the month of camp meetings
and tent meetings, and a number of our
group taking the advantage of attending
them, our assembly at Cedar Grove was not
large, but the Lord was with us, and as we
stayed by the stuff, we received some of the
crumbs when the others came and told us of
the good times spent together.
August 7. Christmas bundles were gotten
ready to be sent over seas. We trust some
hearts will be made lighter by these gifts.

'
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August 11. At our weekly prayer meetLetters of Testimony
ing an anointing service was held. God has
graciously undertaken, for which we praise Dear Brethren:
Him.
Greetings in Christian love.
August 19. Some of us had the privilege
I will now write letting you know I am
of hearing Dr. Culbertson of Moody Bible
Institute speak at a camp meeting in our still on the Lord's side. I arose early this
morning and turned on my radio and the
vicinity.
August 22. The "Evergreens" had a hymn first that impressed me was the song, "My
sing at the home of Sr. Emma Shirk and Father knows it all." My heart cried out,
Sr. Sadie Geedy who is blind. The singing yes, he does! No one knows better than
was much appreciated, because they do not Our Dear Heavenly Father, and He never
get to services regularly. Remember then) forgets His dear children; but, Oh, how
often we forget Him and come short of the
in your prayers.
The district youth conference was held at glory of God. I listened to the sermons
the Granville Church on August 28 and 29. coming in over the ether waves, (how much
I need them too). I am really thankful for
They report a good meeting.
August 21, in the evening, the sewing the radio, but it never satisfies like when
Circle met at the home of Bro. and Sr. we go to God's house. Anyone who can go
to the services in God's house, should never
Samuel Engle.
May all these activities be the means of sit at home. I get so homesick for my
church! But I can't get there, so like Paul,
promoting God's kingdom here on earth.
in whatever state I am in, therewith I am
Ella M. Lauver
content.
I want to send my testimony for Jesus,
Summer Bible School Attendance in Carroll
for He does so much for me, and I love Him
and Pulaski Counties, Virginia
because He first loved me and saved me
Name of School
Enrol. Avg. Perf.
Off. from a life of sin. He forgave me and
Sylvatus
68
36
28
4.20 gave me a desire to be a Christian. I am
glad He included me, and "whosoever"
June 23 - July 2 — A. M.
Bethel
53
45 40
3.98 means me, so I will do my best for him
who died for me.
June 23 - July 2 — P. M.
Please write me a letter, dear ones. I will
Spencer
29
23
19
8.30
answer every one. I would love to hear from
July 19 - 30 — A. M.
Farris Mines
65
48 38
5.60 you. I thank you again for your prayers
and letters and cards. May God bless you
July 19 - 30 — P. M.Boone
55
45 35
5.75 each one and supply your every need, In
Jesus Name. Amen.
August 16 - 28
Totals
268 197 160 $22.83
Sr. Alice Griffeth
R. R. 3, Mansfield, Ohio
The adventure in Bible School was an outstanding experience for us, and occupied a
Dear Readers of the Visitor:
large part of oun time this summer.
Greetings with Psalms 91. That is my
The Low Gap school was combined with
Sylvatus and was held in the tent. Hoover Assurance. Thank God what a Blessed AsMitchell assisted us in teaching. An eve- surance.
I feel so exceedingly happy in the Lord
ning class was also held for the young people there. During the time of this school a this morning and wish to give my teststorm tore up our tent, which obliged us imony. I'm so glad I'm in the Visitor famto continue in a neighbor's barn until we ily. How can I be lonely when I've Jesus
could make proper repairs and set up the only walking by my side. He is so precious
to me. Thank God.
tent.
Yes, I'm so thankful to the Dear Ones
The Grassy Creek School was taken to
Bethel this year. Bro. Jennings helped us sending me the Visitor. I receive so much
bring a number of children with his car. good soul food by reading it. The topics
Sr. Evelee Parker assisted in teaching here.
The Presbyterian minister and his daughter helped us in the Spencer Bible School.
Have You Ever Tried Prayer?
The Farris Mines School was double in attendance over last year. Rupert Turman
helped us in teaching the Junior Class. The
Kathryn Blackburn Peck
facilities of the new church were a great
asset in this school.
The Boon Bible School was conducted in Have you lost your song in the darkness,
Somewhere along life's weary road?
the tent by Sr. Wolgemuth and myself after
two weeks of tent meeting at the same place, Has the path been obscured by slwdows?
The interest in this school was outstanding.
Have you borne too heavy a load?
This was the first Bible school a number
Has
the world removed its joy from you
of them attended. Expressions of appreciaAnd left only sorrow and care?
tion were given by the folk of the community for our efforts. The tent was taken You've tried to recapture the sunshine—
down with a feeling of reluctance on the
My friend, have you ever tried prayer?
part of the people and ourselves. We desire
to be of service to that community as opportunity affords. Features of the Bible Have you tried to live for the Master,
schools were a collection of 45 pounds of
But it seems you have failed somewhere,
soap for relief. $1.25 offering for foreign So you're seeking today new power?
missions. Hand work included the making
My friend, there is power in prayer.
of booklets, sewing and carving of mottos.
We feel that the Bible schools offered us Would you live each day in His service
a great opportunity to sow the Gospel seed
And the burdens of others share?
in many hearts. Will every reader pray Would you help the lost and the dying?
that it may germinate and grow and bring
Oh, friend, there is power in prayer.
forth fruit for their glory of the Lord?
Paul and Ruth Wolgemuth
—Heart and Life.
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are so wonderful. I'm so glad for the "Eagle
Saints," "All Above," "Sanctification," and
many others. It gives me so much encouragment to share the prayers of the Saints
and be fed with the Sincere Milk of the
Word. I'm also glad to know of a "Mountain Top" experience or I wouldn't be able
to stand the test in these perilous times.
I mean to allow God to take me through
the refining fires, that all the dross may be
consumed and that the beauty of Jesus may
be seen in me. God's Precious Promises
mean so much to me, for example in Isaiah
43:2; II Timothy 3:12; and I Peter 4:12, 13.
I'm glad this is God's way of preparing us
to spend eternity in His kingdom with Him.
Thank God, we will stand the storm we will
anchor by and by.
I ask a deep interest in your prayers for
me and my family that we all may be saved.
MY PRAYER
Lord, Cleanse my heart from all its dross,
Help me count all things but loss,
Just to Glory in Thy Cross—
Is my desire:
Oh! to be completely Thine,
Holy Spirit, now refine
This new yielded heart of mine—
With Thy fire.
Surrendered now my stubborn will,
In the fire—holding still,
With Thy Holy Spirit fill—
And with power;
Keep me close in touch with Thee,
Constantly so yielded be,
Thine own will be sweet to me—
Every hour.
Praises now my heart shall swell,
For the one I love so well;
Love that tongue can never tell—
In my breast.
Now my Captain and my Guide,
Blest Companion, at my side;
Within, without, whate'er betide—
I can rest.
Your Sister in Christ,
Sadie R. Hostetter
Rural Route 2
Manheim, Pennsylvania

Fearing the Bible
Nothing save the essential truths of God's
Word can give comfort and true peace,
either living or dying. In living, if men
are not resting on the Word of God, they
can at least have no rest in denying it. The
very fear lest the Bible be true is enough
to mar all earthly enjoyment. A celebrated
infidel said one day to a friend of his
wife who had imbibed the same principles,
"There is one thing that mars all the pleasures of my life."
"Indeed!" replied his friend, "what is
that?"
He answered, "I am afraid the Bible is
true. If I could know for certain that death
is an eternal sleep, I should be happy; my
joy would be complete! But here is the
thorn that stings me. This is the sword that
pierces my very soul: if the Bible is true,
I am lost forever."—Selected.
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Wanted: Laborers
MAN cautiously opened the door, peek- tle boy put up his hand and answered so
ed into the Bible Club classroom and triumphantly, "I went to a wedding once."
asked if he could come in and listen. After The condition of these rural children is
a few moments of quiet listening, he left, indeed pathetic and especially so since we
but soon returned bringing with him his realize this portrays the spiritual dearth in
little seven-year-old son and said, "I want many communities of our country.
my kid to get what I never heard before.
Somone has said:
I know I'm headed for hell, but I don't
"A task without a vision is drudgery.
want my kid to go there. Lady, will you
A vision without a task is visionary.
give him a Bible and help him to find
A task and a vision makes a missionGod?" The Bible Club teacher took Jimary."
my in charge and assured the father that
That we have a task is unquestioned for
she would teach him God's Word; then the the Lord has called us to proclaim the unfather left.
searchable riches of Christ, to be faithful
The following week Jimmy came back witnesses of Him, and to tell the old, old
bringing a note from his Daddy which story to those who have never, never heard.
read: "My boy came home last Sunday and Our vision should indeed be awakened as
said that you prayed for me. Lady, that we see this vivid evidence of the need of
made me mad. I asked him what you said those whose hearts are now darkened by the
and he told me that you taught the chil- prince of this world. The Savior has come
dren that all people were like two thieves "to open their eyes, and to turn from darkthat were killed when Jesus was nailed to ness to light, and from the power of Satan
the cross. One believed on Jesus, and Je- unto God that they may receive forgiveness
sus took him to Heaven with Him that day. of sins" Acts 26:18.
Practically a city with a population of
The rest of the people that don't ask Jesus
to forgive them are like the other thief and 115,000 passes into eternity everyday. Let
the full force of it come home to you! Durare going to the same place he went.
"Then Jimmy asked me, 'Daddy are you ing the time you take to read this entire
and Mommy going to Hell, too, or have paper, 1,500 souls will have gone to meet
you asked Jesus to make you good?
I their God. How many are under the covwant to be good and go to Heaven, Daddy.' ering of the blood?
What can we do? The summer months
' "I can't rightly make out what it is all
about and neither can my wife. Can you will soon be upon us and there is a tencome and talk to us sometime when you
ain't too busy? We don't expect to die
At Mother's Knee
real soon but we would like to know what
happens when we do."
Jimmy took a note home with him from / have worshipped in churches and chapthe teacher who assured his parents thatshe
els,
would be very glad to visit them. She did
I have prayed in the busy street;
go to their home later and had the joy of I liave sought my God and have found
Him
leading them to the Lord Jesus Christ.
Where the waves of the ocean beat;
Our hearts have recently been stirred
anew to the great ignorance of the Word of I have knelt in the silent forest,
In the shade of some ancient tree;
God in this present-day civilization. There
are great multitudes of boys and girls, But the dearest of all my altars
Was raised at my mother's knee.
young people, and adults who do not even
know that there is such a book as the Bible. Many, many of our own generation The things in my life that are worthy
Were born in my mother's breast;
never darken the doors of any church. At
a children's meeting in a small rural vil- And breathed into mine by the power
Of the love her life expressed.
lage where the churches had been closed
for years, a Christian worker asked the The years that, have brought me to manhood
boys and girls if they knew who Jesus was.
Have taken her far from me;
After several guesses from the group, one
little boy raised his hand and said, "Isn't But memory keeps me from straying
Too far from my mother's knee.
he a movie s t a r ? " This not only reflects
their ignorance of spiritual things but it
reflects the channel in which their young God, make me the man of her vision,
And purge me of selfishness!
minds are being trained.
.One hundred per cent of the children in God. keep me true to her standards,
And help me to live to bless!
eight schools in Montgomery County, New
York do not attend any church or Sunday God, allow the holy impress
Of the day that used to be,
school. 85 per cent of the children of New
York State are unchurched. In one school, And keep me a pilgrim forever
when the Bible Club teacher asked if any
At the shrine of my mother's knee.
of them had ever been too church, one lit—Adapted.

A
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dency to "let down" during the summer
and rest and relax from the responsibility
of giving forth the Word. Can we afford
to let down? Can we relax when 115,000
souls pass into eternity everyday, the greater majority of which will go to a Christless grave? Let us buy up these many opportunities of summer days and use them
to sow the Seed of His precious Word that
there might be a great harvest of souls.
On your streets, this summer, boys and
girls will be playing—boys and girls
whose hearts are in gross darkness. In the
parks, at summer resorts, at the seashore
will be great multitudes of children who
have never heard the true way of salvation.
The Lord is calling His own to go into His
harvest field for Him. The harvest is waiting. Will you take your wordless book
and your walkie talkie board and object
lessons and tracts and go to these boys and
girls where they are and tell them of God's
love in giving His Son to die for their
sins? Oh, may the children, young people,
and adults with whom we come in contact
never say these words, "No one cared for
my soul."—The Bible Club
Movement,
Inc.

Are W e
(Continued from page six)
The spiritual complacency which sees no
personal benefit to be received from the
local work and which feels no obligation
to it is a complacency that will be as
naturally adopted by our children as any
other traits.
In the Home
And not only in the church, but also in
the home should there be a real spiritual
atmosphere. Is there a family altar? Are
the things of the Lord talked about over
the dinner table as naturally as the things
of schools? Are Mom's and Dad's Bibles
well thumbed? Are there examples of simple Christian charity exhibited in the insignificant trivialities of the household?
Your temper, Dad? What about your nagging, Mother?
These all serve to make up the child's-eye
view of Christianity. And from this overall view, in the best place in the world for
the " l a b " test to be made, the child arrives
at his conclusion as to the reality of Christianity. And when the lab reports are conflicting, we can't expect him to show too
much enthusiasm about betting his life that
Christianity is true.
Perhaps there is this atmosphere in the
home. Has the child been taught to feel he
is part of it? Has genuine interest been
shown in his spiritual life and problems?
How busy we become in our housework
and business, even in caring for the temporal welfare of our children. Spiritual
things are the most sacred things of the
heart and are the last to be confided to
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others. Happy is that parent who has
won so much confidence from his children
that they share freely with him their spiritual problems, their spiritual struggles, their
spiritual ventures, yes, their spiritual defeats.
Children don't start out walking. They
toddle first and tumble often. When they
first start to talk, they lisp; their vocabulary is limited. They get all tangled up
in the thing they are trying to say. So
were your first spiritual efforts; so are the
first spiritual efforts of our children.
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his own nest with his own brood some- reaction is more healthy—rebel and go
where else. This is the way God planned about their Christian duties grudgingly,
it to be.
•yearning for the day they are twenty-one.
Are you teaching your child that he can
Your Allies
read his Bible and get spiritual blessing
Fortunately, you have allies in this strughimself from reading it? Get him to write gle for the soul of your child—the whole
them down in a little notebook. And when staff at your church. Is your child being
he privileges you with a look at them, taught to respect them?
praise them to the sky, simple and crude
Talk about meat rationing! Here has
though they may be.
been a rare dish that hasn't required a
Is your child making up his own prayer single red point all through the war. This
or is he sing-songing from rote some ditty favorite main course for Sunday dinner in
which has lost meaning to him years ago? so many homes is usually served up in such
These first steps can be treated too light- I<et him make up his own grace at the copious quantities that the family can live
ly by parents. When baby takes his first table, although the meat and potatoes get on left-overs for most of the week. I scarcestep, we praise him; when he eats all his cold while he insists on blessing the salt ly know of a more juicy and delectable
diet. It is this—roast pastor.
soup or pronounces a word correctly, we and pepper and the knives and forks.
And herein lies the tragedy: mother and
Dad, are you letting that high school boy
don't spare our commendation. But when
we notice the first genuine spiritual steps of yours take charge of family worship oc- father at the ends of the table, deeply atof our child, we often ignore them or treat casionally? Are you teaching him to make tendant upon gorging themselves with this
his own decisions about what is right and dish, are oblivious to the fact that there are
them with levity or scorn.
wrong? Some day he will, whether he has just twice as many wide open ears as there
Parent and Child
been taught how to, or not. Pray God he are mouths on each side of that table. And
Again, there are parents who are so ocwill have learned that lesson well when such a diet, while not too healthy for
cupied in the work of the church that their
that time comes. You might have a much adults, is very harmful to children. For the
service, needful as it is, is done at the exbetter grasp of right and wrong than he minister, Sunday school teacher, young
pense of their own children. It is true of
has; but I ask you, because you could walk people's adviser, able though they may be,
the Sunday school teacher, the deacon, the
better than he could when he was a year cannot win in the battle with the devil over
elder, the pastor, any church worker, that
old, did you insist on carrying him every- the eternal destiny of the souls of your
his Christian duty as a father comes bewhere he went?
children, with their strong hand of respect
fore his Christian duty as a church officer.
You remember, don't you, when a few tied behind their backs.
Let it not be true that we find in the conChildren hear too much scorn for the
fession of the Song of Solomon (1:6) a years ago you were in your teens, the joy
confession appropriate for us, "Mine own you felt in the freedom from parental dom- ministerial profession in the school and on
inance you were steadily gaining? It is just the streets and everywhere they go, to need
vineyard have I not kept."
as natural with your child—natural and any more at home. It is an ever recurrent
But few parents are guilty of this, or,
proper. What a stimulation he receives as wonder how people on the one hand dig
for that matter, of this next failing, which
he begins to .realize he must assume some deeply for hard-earned cash to hire a man
is closely allied to it. Is the child being
responsibility himself for his spiritual and to help their children in the Christian way,
led toward spiritual independence? Isn't
moral life!
and on the other hand will with their tonthis the very basis of all our child rearBut I am afraid there are many spiritual gues incapacitate him for that very work.
ing? We are running a race as it were with
the breathless, sprinting pace of a matur- despots who dominate the lives of their In history we read occasionally of parents
ing child. Overnight they have lost their children. And those children react either who in great extremities of starvation have
pin feathers, have tried their wings and are by becoming such freaks as always to have eaten the flesh of their own children; but
gone. And their success in all fields is to depend on that dominance, or who— here is a case of parents, who for the sake
(Continued on next page)
largely determined by how well we have and I would risk saying that this latter
taught them independence in that fleeting
moment of time called childhood.
What parent has not felt that half panicky, helpless feeling as he has seen daughAmong all American humorists, Mark said, 'When a man with millions gives, we
ter or son follow less and less the counsel Twain is unique in the fact that he had make a great deal of noise in the wrong
of parent and rely more and more on his more friendships with clergymen than any place, for it is the widow's mite that
own? Happy is that parent when this hap- other man who ever attempted to convey counts.'
pens who observes that the young adult, truth through the medium of the smile.
"Well, Hawley worked me up to a great
while relying less and less on the spiritual Mark Twain always campaigned for short pitch. I could hardly wait for him to get
experience of his parents, is relying more sermons, having suffered too much in his through. I had four hundred dollars in my
and more on his own. His own Bible is early days from discourses an hour or pocket. I wanted to give that and borrow
becoming more and more thumbed. To ev- more in length. One of his favorite "par- more to give. I looked around at my
erybody's surprise, he comes home from ables" on this subject was taken down ver- friends, and I could see greenbacks in
church on a Sunday with a teacher's quar- batim by a stenographer at Andover Theo- every eye.
terly in his hand. And instead of going to logical Seminary. The transcript is as
"But instead of passing the plate then,
his earthly father with his problems, he is follows:
Hawley kept on talking and talking, and
going to his heavenly Father in a dailv
"Sorrie years ago in Hartford, I went to as he talked it got hotter and hotter, and
prayer life that is weaving strong cords of
church with a group of friends to hear the I got sleepier and sleepier. My enthusihabit into him.
address of the Rev. Samuel Hawley, a city asm went down, down—a hundred dollars
And it is with confidence and joy, missionary who was doing a wonderful at a clip—until finally when the plate did
though mingled with sadness, that the work in the slums of New York City. He come around, I stole ten cents out of it.
apron strings are untied and the bird that gave us many instances of the heroism It all goes to show how a little thing like
yesterday was a baby takes flight to make and devotion of the poor. I remember he this can lead to crime!"—The Chaplain.
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"Then Sudden Destruction9'

Are W e
(Continued from page thirteen)
of a delicacy, show themselves willing to
sell the eternal souls of their children.
It may be the sad duty of the parents in
the secrecy of an official board meeting to
say some uncomplimentary things about
someone on the church staff; but he who
holds his children of more value than the
satisfaction of his fleshly lusts knows by
heart and practices the admonition of Solomon: "He that goeth about as a talebearer
revealeth secrets; but he that is of a faithful spirit concealeth a matter" (Prov. 1 1 :
13, R.V.)
The Important
Question
And the last question I should like to
ask seems to be the most important. Have
you dedicated your child to the Lord Jesus
Christ? Some parents are determined their
daughter is going to be a missionary and
their son is going to be a preacher; 'and
then use pressure to bend them to those
ends. Others, fearing the social repercussions on the home or child, have gone about
deliberately discouraging the child in his
"all-out" efforts for Christ. I believe that
the parents who take these two extremes
have never dedicated their children to the
Lord.
Examine that heart of yours, parent, who
insists that your child go into full-time
service. Are you thinking about your prestige in your church? Are you trying to
keep up with the Joneses who have a son
studying for the ministry?
That son of yours belongs to God. Acknowledge that fact before Him daily.
Bring your child to a place where he will
dedicate himself to Christ, and then rest
content in the fact that God knows his address as well as He does yours. And God
will lead him into the life work He wants
him in, which may or may not be the life
work his parents want for him.
On the other hand, are you afraid of
absolute consecration for your child? You
want him in Sunday school and in church
and in young people's meeting. Some day
it would be nice if he would be elected to
a church office, as a deacon, an elder, or
something; but as far as witnessing to
others is concerned, passing out tracts, participating in a street meeting, becoming a
missionary! You hope and pray that he
won't bring such disgrace upon the family! "Religion is all right as long as you
don't carry it too far," you have counseled
him.
This is what I would challenge you to
do: continue, if you insist, to counsel your
child in this way. but never again use the
term religion. Whenever you want to use
that word, substitute the word God instead;
and then reframe your guidance accordingly. Tell him that God is all right as
long as you don't take Him too seriously.
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UDGMENT is coming upon this world. God lives to save a few of their worldly goods;
is love, but He is also righteous. He of how they ignore or scoff at the warnings
so loved the world that He gave His only of those who urge them to flee from danbegotten Son to save men; but if they will ger; and of the parable of the Lord Jesus,
not have Him as Saviour, they must face in which He contrasted those who heed His
Him as Judge. A faint illustration, in Word and build upon the Rock, and those
miniature, of certain aspects of the final who will not listen and build upon the
judgment was witnessed in the disastrous sand. Our Lord said: "But as the days of
flood of May 30 at Vanport, Oregon. In Noe were, so shall also the coming of the
an Associated Press dispatch these vivid Son of man be. For as in the days that
details: "Hundreds heard the warning sig- were before the flood they were eating
nal, but thousands—lulled by earlier re- and drinking, marrying and giving in marports that they were in no imminent dan- riage, until the day that Noe entered into
ger—appeared to ignore the danger and the ark, and knew not until the flood came,
scoffed as neighbors dashed for the high and took them all away; so shall also the
dikes surrounding the mile-square area. . . coming of the Son of man be" (Matt. 24:
The frame buildings—built hurriedly to 37-39). Paul wrote: "For yourselves know
house some 40,000 shipyard and other war perfectly that the day of the Lord so Comworkers—nearest the break were snatched eth as a thief in the night. For when they
from their foundations . . . Residents had shall say, Peace and safety; then sudden
been advised shortly before that there was destruction cometh upon them, as travail
little danger, that plenty of warning would upon a woman with child, and they shall
be given if the dike were threatened." G. not escape" (I Thess. 5:2, 3 ) . There are
G. MacNab, who was on the scene, wrote: signs that His return may be near, and it
"I passed an apartment building where a is significant that hundreds of Christians,
dozen people lounged, the men in shirt who walk closely with God, are expecting
sleeves. A woman said, 'They're crazy, the Lord soon. Let us not be turned aside
the water won't get h e r e . ' " A flying in- from this blessed hope by the scorn of
structor, Calvin Hulbert, who saw the dis- men, or the seeds of unbelief in our own
aster from the air, said: "There was no hearts because of His long delay, but let
warning trickle, no minor hole in the dike. Ui still "love his appearing" and look eagThere was suddenly a six-foot breach in erly forward to meeting face to face the
the railroad embankment. Then it was One whom we love and serve.—Sunday
sixty feet, then six hundred . . . It was School Times.
agony to see the people bustling about
trying to save furniture and clothes." AnMy House
other man said: "We thought it was safe.
Just ten minutes before it happened, we
(Continued from page two)
were told it was safe." What a picture
The church is here to reflect the love of
there is here of how men will risk their
Jesus Christ. This need is desperate. The
world is dying for a little bit of love. EngDrop down on your knees, parent, who land, even though she has protected the
has failed to dedicate his child to God, and cause of the church in every country through
with your Bible open ask God to reveal the centuries, is greedy and selfish. The
His will for you in respect to your chil- United States, which has been a haven for
dren. Then read I Samuel 1:3. And pray the religious and has sent missionaries to
as sincerely as you know how: "I have every land on earth, is greedy and indulgranted him to Jehovah; as long as he gent. These breed hate and war. Since the
two leading Christian nations of the earth
liveth he is granted to Jehovah."
I am confident to say that if we are fail to demonstrate love to a ruined world,
faithful to observe these things, it will be it is evident that the church is the only inall right with our children. If both mother stitution inherently qualified to display and
and father are true believers, faithful disseminate this life saving virtue. A
themselves in their church work, creating veteran cf World War I told me that it
a genuine spiritual atmosphere in the home, was the Salvation Army which gave the
boys the best and the last thing they had,
showing sincere interest in the spiritual
and that in giving they gave themselves and
problems, defeats and ventures of the child,
asked for nothing in return. The boys felt
leading him toward spiritual independence,
their love and were lifted. For the church
teaching him to respect his spiritual leadto demonstrate her Saviour's love she must
ers, and above all dedicating him daily to
give of her best and her last and ask for
God, they need have no concern over him.
nothing lin return. The best the church has
He will be growing in grace, letting no man today is her noble and talented sons and
despise his youth, and being "an example daughters. Let us bring them to the altar
of the believers, in word, in conversation, of the church and dedicate them to God,
in charity, in spirit, in faith, in purity" that, as sincere ambassadors of Jesus Christ,
(I Tim. 4:12).—Moody Monthly.
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they might serve and bleed for a dying
world. The world could never have known
the infinite love of God had it not been
that Christ bled for us, neither can the
world today know and feel the love of Jesus
unless it is reflected in the service of our
Christian sons and daughters. Let us give
the best we have. Let us give the last we
have. Let us ask for nothing in return. To
this purpose is this house being dedicated.
If the church is going to retain her position in the world for Christ, her people
must regularly and devotedly attend the
house of prayer, a means of grace. If the
apostles, with the pentecostal flame still
burning, found it necessary to meet often
and regularly for the renewal of their
strength and confirmation of their faith, so
that they could successfully meet opposition and demonstrate their Christ, how
much more is it necessary for us in the
closing days of this dispensation. David
also learned this. He said when the people
"set their mouths against the heavens and
said, 'Is there knowledge with the Most
High' " and when he saw how the wicked
prospered, and that there were no bands in
their death, and their strength was firm,
his feet almost slipped. But when he went
into the sanctuary, then he understood. It
was there that he caught the inspiration of
worship, the inspiration of fervent souls,
and most of all, the inspiration of the
presence of God. In these days of overwhelming secular affairs, the presence of
home duties, and the demoralizing influences of the evil world, we need to resort
regularly, with the entire family, to God's
house of prayer. We dare not allow the
world to intrude into this hour of sacred
worship, but in sincerity and devotion
spend that hour with God, singing the
hymns of the church, paying our vows at
His altar, and receiving instruction and inspiration from His Word which is able to
build us up in our most holy faith.
Will the church stand firm and endure
for her Lord? Emphatically yes! For Jesus Christ is her strength and foundation.
Today, mighty men shake and tremble.
Great nations are overthrown. Great religious systems are being shattered. Philosophies of noted men like Voltaire and Darwin, have long since been proved false.
The divine right of kings has long been
exploded. Facism and Nazism have miserably failed. So called Democracy, with its
great commercial and educational systems,
is beginning to crack and crack. But thank
God, those who are a part of that Living
Church which is built on the Rock, Jesus
Christ, who is the same yesterday, today
and forever, sense very definitely and with
great emotion the eternal endurance of the
Rock of Ages." On this Rock I will build
My church, and the gates of hell shall not
prevail against it."
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/ Got Him
Claude A. Ries, Ph. D.

T

HE annual conference was just over. The
young minister determined to put into
practice the instruction in soul winning received during conference. On Tuesday he
returned to the charge, relates Bishop McDowell, and on Wednesday he went down
a street and into a bank. The bank president was not a Christian. Neither minister
nor banker expected the minister's return
to the charge. Just then the young minister remembered his ambition to win 100
souls and felt that the banker should be
one of the hundred.
Turning to the banker, he said, "I did
not want to come back but I must have
come for some good purpose. Possibly I
have come back on your account."
There was something different in the
preacher's voice and the banker sensed it.
In corresponding manner the banker
changed his tone and replied with feeling,
"Maybe you have."
Inside of five minutes, we are told, they
were both on their knees in the bank president's office and a new soul was born into
the kingdom. Before Christmas that young
pastor had won 78 of the 100 for whom
he began at conference to pray.
On one occasion Henry Ward Beecher
and his father went hunting. Henry sightling a squirrel, took aim, pulled the trigger
and the squirrel came tumbling down.
"Look, Dad," excitedly shouted the lad,

"I've killed it and it is the first squirrel I
ever killed." "How's t h a t ? " asked the
father. "Why," gleefully exclaimed the
son, "Because it's the first squirrel I've ever
aimed at."
The young minister aimed at the bank
president and got him. Doctor Kimble in
the shoe store aimed at D. L. Moody and
got him. Andrew aimed at Peter and got
him. Peter aimed at 3,000 on the Day of
P^entecost and got them.

Walking With Thee

When We Pray Enough—

Elizabeth

Moreland

Dear Christ, this dawn I humbly pray
That I may walk with Thee this day,
So fully yielded to Thy will
Thou canst with Thine own Spirit fill
My heart each hour.
. Take full control
Of all the fountains of my soul.
Then naught of evil can alarm
And naught of worldliness can charm
Then every life that touches mine
Thy unseen Presence will divine
And turn to Thee, the Crucified,
And thus Thou shalt be glorified,
Because this day with Thee, my Lord,
My soul walked forth in sweet accord.
—The Wesleyan Methodist.

His oath, His covenant, His blood
Support me in the whelming flood,
When all around my soul gives way,
He then is all my hope and stay.
On Christ the solid Rock I stand,
All other ground is sinking sand.

Do you long to be a personal soul winner? Then just, begin aiming at someone
and by the enabling power of the Holy
Spirit, you will be able to say, "I got
him."
A willing heart and perfect obedience
will do wonders in soul winning. On the
fly leaf of a little testament belonging to
General Robert E. Lee was found:
"Put any burden upon me, only sustain me.
Send me anywhere, only go with me.
Sever any tie but this tie which binds
Me to Thy service and Thy heart."
"I have called you and ordained you
that ye should go forth and bear much
fruit," said Jesus.
Why not begin some definite aiming today?—Professor of Greek and Biblical Literature at Houghton, N. Y.

We see this world and the next in proper
perspective.
We are making use of resources beyond
our own.
We are doing better than can be done by
political methods.
We are putting ourselves in the place where
God can speak to us.
We are putting ourselves in a place where
the Lord can do for us.
We get more of God and can get along
with less of other things.
We have the smile of the Lord and do not
so much mind the frowns of others.
We are on a footing with every other man
who prays and stronger than any one
who does not.
We are keeping company infinitely better
than earth can offer.
We have a ministry, though Limited because of health, nationality, lack of
training or any other thing.
W< are doing what most Christians in this
world do not do.
—Selected.
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News Gleanings
American Bibles Enter Russia
Dr. George D. Dilsworth, secretary of the
Atlantic agency of the American Bible Society, has announced that 25,000 Bibles have
been permitted to enter Russia from this
country. This is the first time in more than
a decade that the Soviet Union has permitted the entry of scriptures from other countries.
Evangelicals Meet in Europe
Europe has been host to several evangelical conferences during the past month. The
American Council of Christian Churches held
its conference in Amsterdam, August 12-19.
The National Association of Evangelicals
met in Luzanne, Switzerland, August 10-12.
And Youth for Christ International conducted a world conference in Beatenberg,
Switzerland, August 10-22.
The Great Need of China
Someone has figured that there are more
than 100 Chinese people for every word in
your Bible. Of these 450,000,000, more than
half of them are followers of Confucius.
Four million are Catholics, and less than a
million are Protestant Christians.
In the Great Commission
Latest ava ; lable figures show that Protestant foreign missions c o n d u c t 55,395
churches and 61,869 Sunday schools with a
staff of 239,045, including 27,577-missionaries.
A New Bible
A new annotated Bible, the only edition
prepared especially for young Christians, is
to be issued by the Oxford University Press
on October 7. It will be known as the Pilgrim edition of the King James Version of
the Holy Bible. The new edition has been
arranged by a board of thirty-seven contributing and consulting editors headed by
Dr. E. Schulyer English, editor of Our Hope
magazine.
Is this Christian America?
Dr. J. B. Lawrence, Executive secretary
of the Home Mission Board of the Southern
Baptist Convention, has estimated that more
than 80 percent of Southerners never darken
the door of anybody's church. This percentage is believed to be higher in Northern
states.
FOOD???
Some months back a beer ad in the Menominee (Mich.) Herald-Leader quoted a Dr.
E. H. Lundin, "Harvard Laboratory Analyst" (he hasn't been at Harvard since
1926, when he was there for just one year
as a Teaching Fellow from Sweden!), as
saying that a 12-ounce bottle or glass of
beer is equal in food vale to 3.7 ounces of
beef or 8.8 ounces of codfish, or 1.8 ounces
of bread, or 4.7 ounces of baked potato, or
6.4 ounces of eggs. Under date of March 3,
1948, Dr. Haven Emerson, M.D., of the
School of Medicine of Columbia University,
made that look pretty silly. Said Dr. Emerson:
"The facts are that there is soluble maltose in beer that has a certain small caloric
value, but lacking entirely vitamin content
. . . The essential dishonesty of the quota-

tion is the assumption that all caloric equivalents of foods and beer are of equal value
to satisfy hunger or the nutritional needs
of the body. Beer calories are a very expensive low-grade fuel for the body, and
are not to be compared in dietary value with
the five foods listed."
RELIEF NOTES
MCC Worker Enters Japan
Word has been received that Robert Smith,
of the Brethren in Christ Church, who has
been located in the Philippine Relief Unit,
has arrived in Okinawa on September 2 and
will proceed to Japan on September 15 for
a period of instruction after which he will
be located in Okinawa. This development is
significant in that it is the first assignment
of a relief worker in Japan under the MCC.
Samples of Draft Questionnaire Forms
Two important forms which young men of
draft age will need to fill out are the General
Classification Questionnaire (SSS Form 100)
and the special form for Conscientious Objectors, (SSS Form 150). Sample copies of
these forms may be desired for purpose of
advance study or as duplicate records.
Such samples of SSS Form 100 are available now, and samples of SSS Form 150 are
expected to be released within the near future. Requests for these many be addressed
to the Peace Section, MCC, Akron, Penna.
Brook Lane Farm Folder
A General Information Handbook has been
published to describe the objectives and facilities of Brook Lane Farm, the Home for
mentally ill which is about to be opened near
Leitersburg, Maryland under the direction of
the Mennonite Central Committee. This
folder may be secured free of charge by
writing to the MCC, Akron, Penna., or to
Brook Lane Farm, Route 5, Hagerstown,
Maryland.
New Philippine Hospital Occupied
The medical relief service in the Philippines has been centered in a hospital which
until now was located in temporary quarters. Since October 1947 a bombed and
partially reconstructed church building
served as the hospital building. More recently two Quonset huts were secured to
serve as permanent hospital facilities.
On May 22, 1948 the erection of the huts
had progressed sufficiently to permit moving the hospital. This was a desirable move,
even though it involved temporarily housing
the patients, the nurses' quarters, doctor's
office and drug room in the space originally
intended only for patients, until the second
Quonset hut could be completed. The huts
are located side by side, connected at one
end to form a U-shaped building.
Very helpful assistance in this work was
given by the local people of Bangued and
surrounding areas, who contributed labor,
some funds, and also helped in securing certain materials, and in finally assisting in
moving the equipment from the old building.
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Aid to Mennonites of British Columbia
The Mennonite Central Committee is taking an interest in the British Columbia,
Canada flood conditions which have inundated a considerable area in which Canadian Mennonites live. It was reported at
the special MCC meeting on July 17 that
2000 of the 7000 settlers in the area were
affected, and the loss is estimated to be in
excess of one million dollars. The Canadian
government and the Canadian Red Cross
will probably help in replacing houses and
compensating for loss of crops. Other problems in which our people can be of assistance is in providing care for certain elderly
families, and in caring for European refugees who had been scheduled to come to
British Columbia, but must be received elsewhere now.
Paace Section to help in Draft Problems
The special MCC meeting on July 17 requested the Peace Section in view of the
present draft law, (a) to inform our constituency on all the implications and details
of the Act and its regulations, (b) to serve
all our young men fully in all problems relating to the Act, (c) to stand ready to
serve similarly any others needing and desiring such service, (d) to continue the relationship with the National Service Board,
and to maintain friendly relations with
other agencies concerned with the problems
of the Conscientious Objector, (e) to stand
ready to meet Selective Service administrators to inform and attempt to clarify our
viewpoints and attitudes regarding this Act,
its regulations and implications.
CPS Publication Available
THEY ALSO SERVE is the name of a
sixty-page book which has been published
some time ago and continues to be available. It is published by "The men of the
Brethren in Christ Church who, when called
to serve their country in World War II,
chose to discharge their responsibilities as
Christian citizens in the Civilian Public
Service camps and units rather than take
up arms against their fellowmen." This
book describing the work of Brethren in
Christ young men in CPS and the Canadian
Alternative Service program, is available
for 2.00 from the E. V. Publishing House,
Nappanee, Indiana.

Something Worth Sharing
A prominent man in the business world
expressed to a friend his keen desire for
something real in life.
"How about G o d ?" asked his friend. "He
is very real to some of us."
"Well," was the reply, "if He is, why
don't all of you begin to make Him real
to the rest of us? He can't be very real to
most Christians, or they wouldn't succeed
so well in keeping Him out of all their
conversation."
If our religion is worth anything at all,
it is worth sharing with others, and we can
convince them best by living a genuinely
Christian life.—Sunday Companion.
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